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Use avaiable halyard or block and 
tackle to shackle both D rings

Deploy mobmat over the side

Mobmat being removed ready 
for deployment (see packing 
instructions)

Solid orange PVC must be on the 
seaward side of the vessel
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MOBM  T
Deployment instructions

Mobmat deploys effortlessly 
allowing the casaulty to be 
recovered in a horizontal position

Attach provided lanyards to cleats 
or stanchions to steady Mobmat 
especially in high winds and seas

Mobmat can be repositioned 
if required

Mobmat with casualty can be 
recovered using a winch
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Alternatively Mobmat and casualty 
can be hoisted using a block and 
tackle arrangement

Removing the bottom guardrail 
allows the casualty to be lifted onto 
deck more easily

This pictures shows Mobmat being 
fed underneath the top guardrail

Mobmat recovers casualty comfortably 
especially if injured and reduces the 
risk of sudden shock and heart attack
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Mobmat should be salt free 
and dry before packing

Lanyards loosely pulled through  
D rings ready for deployment 

Note the lanyards already 
fixed to loops provided

Take side battens and fold 
diagonally over one half of 
mesh base
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Packing instructions

FInish fold ensuring the battens are 
placed diagonally across one half 
of the mesh

Ensure all lanyards and webbing 
are flaked over the base

Repeat with opposite side

Grasp both D rings
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Move D rings to a position ensuring 
they prodtrude for easy access

Compress the two halves

Fold base in half

Mobmat ready for deployment
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